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Credit Alert: Heightened asset quality stress to dent PSB credit profiles
A Credit Alert is CRISIL’s opinion on a sharp and specific development. It conveys that CRISIL will
revert shortly on the impact of the development on the ratings of those affected.

CRISIL believes intensifying asset quality problems at public sector banks (PSBs) have the potential
to impair their credit risk profiles and necessitate significantly higher capitalisation of PSBs either
through government infusion or relaxation of regulatory capital norms.
Over the past 18 months, CRISIL has either downgraded or revised its outlook to ‘Negative’ on nine
out of the 25 PSBs that it rates on the back of expectations of worsening asset quality.
As much as 85% of banking system weak assets1 are in the books of PSBs. Increasing stress is also
visible in the quantum of strategic debt restructuring and 5/25 structuring being carried out by banks.
CRISIL, in May 2015, had estimated weak assets in banks to rise to a high of around Rs.5.3 lakh
crore or 6.3% of total advances by March 2016. However, the deterioration in asset quality in the first
nine months of the current fiscal has been faster than expected for various reasons such as the
severe downturn in global commodity prices, inability of the leveraged players to sell assets, and the
proactive identification of stressed assets as part of Reserve Bank of India’s asset quality review.
As a result, we believe the provisioning requirement of PSBs will increase further and render their
pre-provisioning profits inadequate, leading to a significant deterioration in earnings profiles.
We believe the government will have to step in and provide more capital than what was committed
under the Indradhanush plan and we will be looking out for government announcements for such
measures, including in the upcoming Union Budget. If that doesn’t happen, CRISIL’s threshold of
‘high safety category’ for PSBs could get lowered.
CRISIL is undertaking a detailed analysis of the impact on credit risk profile of banks it rates. We will
factor in the deterioration in standalone credit profile and also any developments on the capital front
for PSBs in our rating or outlook changes to be announced subsequently.

Weak assets is CRISIL’s measure for assessing banks’ asset quality. Weak Assets = Gross NPAs + 35% of outstanding
restructured standard advances (excluding state power utilities)+ 75% of Security Receipts received against sale of assets
to asset reconstruction companies + 15% of assets structured under the 5/25 scheme.
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About CRISIL Limited
CRISIL is a global analytical company providing ratings, research, and risk and policy advisory services. We are India's
leading ratings agency. We are also the foremost provider of high-end research to the world's largest banks and leading
corporations.
About CRISIL Ratings
CRISIL Ratings is India's leading rating agency. We pioneered the concept of credit rating in India in 1987. With a tradition
of independence, analytical rigour and innovation, we have a leadership position. We have rated over 75,000 entities, by
far the largest number in India. We are a full-service rating agency. We rate the entire range of debt instruments: bank
loans, certificates of deposit, commercial paper, non-convertible debentures, bank hybrid capital instruments, asset-backed
securities, mortgage-backed securities, perpetual bonds, and partial guarantees. CRISIL sets the standards in every
aspect of the credit rating business. We have instituted several innovations in India including rating municipal bonds,
partially guaranteed instruments and microfinance institutions. We pioneered a globally unique and affordable rating
service for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs).This has significantly expanded the market for ratings and is improving
SMEs' access to affordable finance. We have an active outreach programme with issuers, investors and regulators to
maintain a high level of transparency regarding our rating criteria and to disseminate our analytical insights and knowledge.
CRISIL PRIVACY NOTICE
CRISIL respects your privacy. We use your contact information, such as your name, address, and email id, to fulfil your request and
service your account and to provide you with additional information from CRISIL and other parts of McGraw Hill Financial you may find of
interest.
For further information, or to let us know your preferences with respect to receiving marketing materials, please visit
www.crisil.com/privacy. You can view McGraw Hill Financial’s Customer Privacy at http://www.mhfi.com/privacy.
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Disclaimer: CRISIL has taken due care and caution in preparing this Press Release. Information has been obtained by
CRISIL from sources which it considers reliable. However, CRISIL does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or
completeness of information on which this Press Release is based and is not responsible for any errors or omissions or for
the results obtained from the use of this Press Release. CRISIL, especially states that it has no financial liability
whatsoever to the subscribers/ users/ transmitters/ distributors of this Press Release.
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